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EDITORIAL 
 
One thing that struck me at the N.E.C. Classic Car Show was the relatively large number of 
restoration craftsmen that visited the stand. It was probably the part-complete Brough that 
was the magnet for them but all had an opinion and you could read in their faces the thought 
of “I can do this too” but they were universally impressed by the magnitude of the task 
undertaken. Sale prices may be depressed at present (for most vehicles, not just Railtons and 
Broughs) but restoration apparently thrives, possibly encouraged by lockdown when there has 
been little else to do. Without exception these craftsmen all had more work on hand than they 
could handle, demonstrating that the vintage and classic community is not too depressed 
about the move to electric powered cars. Perhaps the sentiments of a bumper sticker I was 
given recently accord with their view “Save the planet. Buy a car that lasts 100 years”. 
 
On the subject of restoration, the Fairmile 
that I bought from Anne McDonald is 
making significant progress in the hands of 
Pristine Panel Work of Worcester as seen in 
this picture. As expected, virtually all the ash 
frame had to be replaced. Interestingly 
several items had the Coachcraft body 
number marked on them – the doors, the 
scuttle top rail, and the screen hinges. Over 
the years there had been a fair bit of bodging 
to prevent the car falling apart but one thing 
that seemed to be original was that each B 
pillar was in two parts as if the rear end 
below the waist was the same as the dhc. A 
few areas needed some extra detective work 
as the original boot hinge rail was not present 
nor the framing around the sunroof, the 
latter item having been replaced with a 1950’s 
version which, in turn, was beyond repair. If 
anyone knows where a period sunroof may 
be found I would be delighted to hear from 
them. 
 
The subscription renewal grace period is about to expire, so a new Membership List and 
register will soon be on the website. It would help if you could check your current entries for 
any errors and omissions to ensure that everything is as correct as possible. 
 
CLOSING DATE FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE JANUARY / FEBRUARY BULLETIN IS 10TH JANUARY 

 
. 

Note: If you have not renewed your subscription this will be your last Bulletin. 
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SECRETARY’S NOTES 
 
As the Club year draws to a close, with intensive preparations at The Green for our return to 
the N.E.C. Classic Car show, I am driven to reflect on events over the last twelve months. It 
was inevitable that the Covid situation should have led to cancellation of the 2020 show but 
as we entered the New Year with the vaccination programme under way hopes were raised 
for better times ahead. All the more frustrating, therefore, that MSUK requirements 
continued to mean separate competitor and spectator bubbles for spring and early summer 
events. And so the Editor and I, notwithstanding our “double jabs”, were left to 
communicate by mobile phone across the paddock at Shelsley Walsh during the V.S.C.C. 
meeting on July 4th.  
 
Fortunately the restrictions were lifted in time for Prescott on August 8th and we were able to 
enjoy again that traditional gathering of pre-war cars in the Orchard car park and watch the 
Spikins Hudson return to the hill after its engine rebuild. With Richard Hirst completing 
preparations for a return to Thame for a September A.G.M., there was rising optimism that 
we might again see a celebratory line-up of Club marque cars at the Kop hill climb. I won’t 
hide the disappointment of the Committee that, in the event, we managed to attract just four 
other members to the A.G.M. and were only able to complete the formal business with the 
help of a handful of proxy votes. All of which must prompt serious reflection on what 
members want from their Club for the future. 
 
One highlight of our Autumn gathering was, for me, the appearance of member Bill Brinklow 
at the Friday pub meet with the beautifully restored ex-Barnard Brough 8. So good, too, to 
learn that he had been able to visit Dick and Francoise during the course of the weekend and 
show them the amazing result of all his hard work. In talking with Bill and in other 
conversations one is reminded that members do value the help available through the Club’s 
spares scheme. Major beneficiaries over the last two years have been the team at SVW Spares 
in Worcester who have been bringing back to life the Bodmin Brough which will be at the 
centre of our display at the N.E.C.. If all goes according to plan there should be a write-up 
with illustrations elsewhere in this issue.  
 
One of the most pleasurable motor gatherings of the early autumn (here in Worcestershire at 
least) is the Madresfield Driving Test event organised by the V.S.C.C. on the long east drive 
of the Beauchamp family home, Madresfield Court. Against the splendid backdrop of the 
Malvern Hills this is always a pretty relaxed occasion combining light-hearted competition 
with a garden party atmosphere. The sun shone on September 19th and we were entertained 
over the lunch break by a traditional jazz band. The Secretarial Cobham, with its reliability 
problems at last resolved, allowing an uneventful run to Malvern, attracted some spectator 
interest among an eclectic line-up of eligible cars. (see pictures overleaf). 
 
Turning to technical matters, my reflections last time on the current hysteria over E10 petrol 
attracted a few comments from members based in Europe. Most interesting was the email 
from Cees Willemse, whose well-known Hudson Century Tourer has been enthusiastically 
campaigned in Continental rallies for some years. Cees tells me that he has used nothing but  
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E10 for some years now and recently completed over 3,000 miles, including serious mountain 
driving around Austria, with no ill effects. He uses no fuel additive but points out that his 
engine has modern valves and seats and he keeps his eyes open for any signs of deterioration 
in fuel hoses or the diaphragm in his mechanical fuel pump. He does recommend filling the 
tank if a car is to be unused for any length of time to counter the tendency for E10 otherwise 
to absorb moisture from the atmosphere. I think I shall follow his example and continue to 
ignore the doomsayers.  
 
In my search for an archive piece this time, on the eve of our return to the N.E.C., I go back 
40 years to an observation from then Secretary Barrie McKenzie in the December 1981 
issue: 
 
“I believe that our cars are interesting and important enough to go on show with any other 
makes and we should always endeavour to involve ourselves in these sort of occasions. Our 
gratitude is particularly due to the members who do make their cars available for the Club 
stand on these occasions and by presenting their vehicles in such impeccable condition they 
do much to further our cause.”  
 
I couldn’t have put it better. 
 
Max Hunt 

 
THE CHAIRMAN’S COLUMN  

 
I am writing this after spending the last three days on the Railton stand at the Classic Car 
show, held at the N.E.C. in Birmingham. A full report of this event is on pages 22 to 23 of 
this Bulletin but one observation was that crowds were very much in evidence over the three 
days. Fears over Covid meant some clubs and industry sponsors were not in attendance but it 
does appear things are beginning to improve for the classic car scene and the public’s 
enthusiasm is obviously back. 

Photos: Linda Hart 
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 The main Club event in the last couple of months was of course the A.G.M. weekend held in 
Thame in conjunction with the Kop Hill Climb event. I want to thank those members who 
attended or provided proxy votes for the A.G.M. which meant the Club was able to adopt the 
new Articles of Association and Members Agreement, moving our governance into the 21st 
century. My big regret was the small number of members actually attending our weekend 
gathering. This possibly brings us back to Covid, as I wonder if some members are still, 
understandably, reluctant to socialise or meet a wider social  circle than that we have 
maintained over the last 20 months. It is clear that, though our membership is relatively stable 
in terms of numbers, the level of engagement by members has fallen. I have to ask – are we 
not meeting the members’ needs and if so, what would you like to see that is different? The 
A.G.M. weekend involved a lot of organisational effort from several members, in particular 
Richard Hirst, and it is very disappointing when an annual dinner has only some 15 attendees. 
If there is anything you feel the Club should be doing to better meet the needs of members, 
please let us know. Our Club exists only to serve its members. If it is not doing this we need 
to know.  
  
I will remember the A.G.M. weekend trip mainly for the anxiety of driving to and from the 
meeting with very little petrol in the tank. (I should explain the Chairman’s Lady is not fond 
of MMT being in the integral garage we have at home with a full tank as the fumes bother her 
asthma). The plan was, of course, to fill up en-route – I should have realised the flaw in this 
plan when I saw the queue of cars outside my local petrol station. The scene was repeated all 
the way to Kop with either huge queues or garages closed entirely due to the “fuel shortage”. 
I arrived at Kop believing I had just enough petrol to get to Thame for the A.G.M. and then 
go home. However, two runs up the hill (one fully laden with passengers) was omitted from 
my calculation and the drive home after the A.G.M. was, shall we say, interesting. There was 
no petrol available anywhere. Our Editor assured me that my concern over the bouncing 
needle on my fuel gauge was unfounded as this proved there was still some liquid in the tank. 
Imagine my concern once I reached the extremely busy Handy Cross junction with still some 
4 to 5 miles to go to reach home to see the needle firmly anchored on empty. Thankfully I did 
get there after some very reserved driving. 
 
By next year hopefully Covid will be even better understood and controlled and engagement 
with our one planned social event will see many more members, old and new, attending. We 
are actively looking at a summer event in conjunction with a classic car event but more details 
will have to follow in the next Bulletin as nothing has been decided yet.  
 
Your Committee is working to identify an event and suitable accommodation nearby and will 
give as much notice of dates as possible.  
 
Mick Jarvis 
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R.E.A.L. CARRIAGE WORKS LTD  
PART 2 

A Footnote to PART 1.  
Thanks to an email from Jan Roosenburg, leading to Ealing local historian, Dr Peter 
Hounsell, the following biographical details have emerged:- 
1911 Census:  Living at 491 Chiswick High Road; Richard Edward Allman, aged 14, 
Apprentice Motor Body Builder.  Also, Robert Alfred, 17 years old, Motor Engineer.  R.E.A. 
had been born in Chiswick (his father came from Hammersmith).  He married on June 29 th, 
1918, when he is described as an Air Plane Constructor, still living in the family home.  
In the 1926 Electoral Register he states 55 Kew Bridge Road as his business premises, whilst 
resident at 3 Clarence Road, Chiswick. In 1939 he was registered at The Paddocks, Pope’s 
Lane, but living at 1 The Ridgeway, Acton. A further entry lists the Gunnersbury Tavern, now 
operating under another name. It is possible the R.E.A.L. site is now a Travis Perkins 
builder’s merchant. Allman was still living at The Ridgeway in 1955, and it seems he died in 
Poole, Dorset in 1972. 
 
Continuing where we left off : 
 

These images date from 
January, 1934, and perhaps 
indicate that an order was 
taken at the Olympia Show 
for a similar ‘Sunshine Saloon’ 
to the Talbot  65 exhibited.    
The all-black finish is a little 
more becoming than the grey 
over black of the Show car.  
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A cold February day on Ealing Common; ‘fast back’ four-door saloon on an M45 4½-litre 
Lagonda.    This imposing body sits well on the 129” wheelbase chassis. 

The Terraplane tourer was 
announced in The Autocar  May 
11th 1934 as a catalogued 
model. It was available in 6-cyl, 
‘Big Six’ and 8-cyl forms;  
stock Hudson wings, running-
boards and bonnet were used. 
 
The Bowers image below left 
depicts a 16.9 hp outside 
Gunnersbury Park – the 
standing model chatting to her 
friend in the car appears to 
have lost a leg!  
 
Below, PP 7957, was restored 
by the author and is seen in 
1983 (nicknamed the “Mars 
bar’’ on account of its colour 
scheme). It is now with Vic 
Mangold. 
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June, 1934: a two-seater sporting body on a Ford 8 hp, more successful in open form than 
with the hood up.   On both this and the ‘Alpine’ coupé below, stock Ford ‘sheet metal’ – 
wings, running-boards and bonnet – were utilised. The great ‘bustle’ of a boot does little to 
enhance the appearance, despite being offset by the fashionable ‘scimitar’ side flash. 

For whatever reason, few commercial 
vehicles were photographed in 1934, 
but this one might serve as a 
reminder of the happy days when the 
News of the World offered the nation 
some weekend scandal and titillation.  
 
A 2-ton van on a WTL Bedford 
model. 
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  The British Salmson Aero Engines company of Raynes Park imported the S4C 1½-litre from 
the associated French company, fitting hydraulic brakes, wire wheels, their own gearbox, etc.   
This is the 12/55 model with four-door bodywork on a 110" wheelbase.  

R.E.A.L. exhibited on Stand 36 at Olympia in October, 1934, showing a British Salmson 
‘Continental Coupé’ a Hudson Sports Tourer, a Singer ‘Nine’ d.h.c. and a Railton tourer. 
 
We do not have an image of the 4-cyl. Salmson, and the Show catalogue description is not 
particularly helpful: “pillarless doors; shut pillar and door top extending round to hinge line, 
supporting the door to the full length”. The rear quarter lights opened as did the back light, 
which with sun roof provided plenty of ventilation. A large luggage locker, with fitted tools, 
and a ‘scimitar’ flash, perhaps was not unlike the Singer at the bottom of the page. At £495 it 
was not exactly cheap. 

8-cyl. Hudson Sports Tourer. A 
marriage of Hudson ‘sheet metal’ and 
traditional ash-framed aluminium 
body panels. Large boot in tail with 
tool locker and space for side screens.    
Priced at £375, it came with ‘sporty’ 
quick-release fuel cap. The ‘grown-up’ 
version of the Terraplane. 

Singer ‘Nine’ 2-seater drophead coupé. The front half of the hood could be folded to provide 
a coupé-de-ville. The wing valances were discarded, though the duo-tone paint was retained. 
An attractive car for the price of £225 (or you could have the body only for £93). 
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Railton Terraplane Sports Tourer. The Show Guide claims a polished walnut instrument panel 
with twin cubby lockers was used, and a dual-arm ‘Berkshire’ screen wiper. Complete weather 
protection was provided, all for £535.  

The Singer dhc looks much better in a single colour and on a 9 hp Le Mans chassis (below) 
but, as Singer did not market the car it is doubtful if many orders were received and  certainly 
none have survived. 

This re-bodied ‘vintage’ 
Bentley, probably a 4½-litre, 
with a well-proportioned 
drophead coupé body was 
photographed in February, 
1935.  
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An elegant Talbot 75 fixed head coupé, with Dorset registration JT 2182. James Fack advises 
that this has to have been on chassis number 34,355 supplied to Motor Macs of 
Bournemouth and described as an ‘Open-air coupé’ by the R.E.A.L. Carriage Works. It was 
delivered to Motor Macs in June 1934, but JT 2182 is a registration of early 1935 – so it must 
have been a speculative purchase by Motor Macs rather than on behalf of a particular client. 

 

The standard Railton tourer as catalogued for 1935, of which several survive – ASP 550 
(Sheila Poupard), BUL 364 (Barry Nutley), BYP 252 (Richard Hirst, though this has lost its 
running boards and wings). 

In the spring of 1935 R.E.A.L. produced this 4-seater tourer on the 6-cyl Chrysler chassis, 
either as a ‘Kew’ 19.8 hp or as a ‘Wimbledon’ 23.5 hp. The similarity to the 1934 Terraplane 
is obvious. It seems that few, if any others, were built. 
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In his book A – Z of British Coachbuilders 1919 – 1960, the late Nick Walker mentions that 
roadsters and tourers were produced for Vauxhall Motors, but there are no images on file; 
once again it is doubtful that many were made. 
 
Commercial vehicles, and in particular bodies for passenger vehicles, were dominating 
production in 1935, and this market must have been the most rewarding. 

Forward control styling was very much in vogue. Left, a Commer ‘N’ series with a 165" 
wheelbase for Black & White Coaches, and right, a Dodge ‘KB’ on a 157" wheelbase 
proclaiming R.E.A.L. & REALWays. 
 
R.E.A.L. took Stand no. 8 at the Olympia Motor Show in October 1935 and exhibited two 
cars, a Terraplane ‘Big Six’ Sports Tourer, and an 8-cylinder Railton-Hudson Streamlined 
Sports Tourer. (Note: The Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders (SMMT) insisted on 
using ‘Railton-Hudson’ rather than ‘Railton’, and since the Fairmile Eng. Co. was not a 
member there was little Macklin could do about it!) 

The 21.6 hp Hudson obviously had much the same streamlined bodywork as on the Railton, 
but there is some confusion as the Show Guide mentions ‘long swept wings with running 
boards complete”. The confusion is such that possibly the car illustrated above is by E. 
‘Enrico’ Bertelli who was building the Hudson ‘Century’ for dealers Shaw & Kilburn at this 
time and the R.E.A.L. offering was more akin to the Railton ‘Standard’ tourer. The 
windscreen had ‘detachable side shields, convertible into small racing type screens”. It cost 
£375, some £220 less than the Railton.  (Body only £135). 
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Happily, one of these (and 
probably  the  only  one 
produced) most attractive 
models survives, BVU 563, with 
Peter Adamson. The Motor 
Show ‘hand -out ’  lea f l e t 
reproduced herewith explains 
the bodywork in some detail. 
(see also the front cover). 

In 1936 the West London coachbuilders’ malaise struck R.E.A.L., and like John Charles 
(Ranalah), Motor Bodies and Newns the company went into liquidation, in this case 
voluntary, but was immediately reformed as REALL (Coachbuilders) Ltd, carrying on similar 
activities in the same premises, much as before – even the title remained in use. Commercial 
vehicle bodywork continued to be produced up to the outbreak of war, with the occasional 
car. 
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Above left: Possibly a Fordson (or another Dodge?) on 157" wheelbase for Rambler Coaches. 
Above right: A fleet of four ‘LN’ Commer 5-tonners on 139" wheelbase were needed to carry 
the “Gigantic Organ” which weighed nearly 20 tons assembled! The BBC took over Reginald 
Foort’s massive instrument when their own concert organ was destroyed during the Blitz. 
 
Below left: A 1936 Leyland “Tiger” with a ‘half-cab’ for Crown Coaches. Below right: 1939 
Diamond T model 601 (or 651) on 150" wheelbase. 

Introduced in 1936, the British Salmson S6D, with 6-cyl. twin ohc engine, i.f.s., and hydraulic 
brakes apparently had much going for it as a BMW 328 competitor, but only a dozen were 
produced of which a handful were fitted with the R.E.A.L two seater body.  
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The ultra-rare Raymond Mays, built around the equally rare Standard 2½-litre, V-8 engine and 
running gear was the idea of the eponymous racing driver and originator of the ERA (and 
later BRM) racing cars. Available either as a tourer or a dhc, in 1938 R.E.A.L. took over the 
completion of this tourer from E. Bertelli Ltd. when that coachbuilder closed down.  
 
Exactly when the REALL (Coachbuilders) Ltd., removed to 468-474 Bath Road, Cippenham, 
Slough, is unclear, but most likely occurred in 1938. Information provided by Dr Jonathan 
Oates, Ealing Archivist, shows that being when the company disappeared from the Pope’s 
Lane address in the local street directory. Nor is it known what was made during the conflict 
but, post war, business continued much as previously, producing commercial vehicle 
bodywork, though they did build the HRG bodywork, seen below. 
 
The Commercial Motor (25th September 1964) 
describes three exhibits at the Commercial 
Vehicle Show – a refrigerated van, a 
Brockhouse 27' semi-trailer and a 3-ton 
Commer ‘Walk-Thru’ van. The Company is 
reported to have been closed down in 1966, 
the works and existing commitments being 
taken over by the Eagle Eng. Co. Ltd. There 
is also a report of a racing car transporter for 
the March team in 1967. The London Gazette 
15th August 1967 records that a liquidator 
was appointed on 31st July, which seems to 
write finis to the story – but does it? There is 
a reference to REALL coachbuilders (1967) 
Ltd! 
 
John Dyson 

My grateful thanks as ever to the Editor for his patience and assistance with this article, to Jan Roosenburg for 
his essential contributions of research and images, to James Fack for his input and suggestions, and to Dr 
Peter Hounsell for the biographical details of the hitherto elusive R. E. Allman. The photos are mostly taken 
from the Bowers archive. 
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RAILTON OWNERS CLUB 

LIMITED BY GUARANTEE 
 

Company registration no. 574562  

 

Annual Accounts 1st August 2020 to 31st July 2021 

The Secretary’s Comments on the Accounts 
In a year when most activity was curtailed as a result of Covid pandemic restrictions, the Club 
maintained a healthy financial performance. On the income side of the accounts the decline 
in membership subscriptions was more apparent than real in that the 2020 figure had been 
distorted by late payments from the previous year. Income was boosted by spares sales, 
where the figures clearly reflect the increased workshop activity by members during periods 
of lockdown. 
 
The expenditure column shows reductions consequent on the cancellation of events 
including the 2020 Classic Car Show at the N.E.C.. The main feature on the spending side 
was the acquisition of the spares stock accumulated over the years by deceased member Pat 
McDonald. The purchase was judged by the Committee to be an important investment for 
the future. 
 
The end of year position was a small deficit of £1,624. The Club goes forward with more 
than adequate reserves and a strengthened balance sheet. 
 
Max Hunt, October 2021 
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The Railton Owners Club Limited 
Limited by Guarantee 

Income and Expenditure Account 
Year Ending 31st July 2021 

Company Number 00574562 

Income 2021 2020 Expenses 2021 2020

Membership Subs 6,658 8,266 Bulletin Printing 1,280 1,492

Misc Income 200 200 Bulletin Postage 1,097 1,222

Interest 1 12 FBHVC 87 87

Regalia Sales 0 190 Garage Rent 540 540

SH Spares Sales 625 1,788 Insurance 649 783

Donations ROC 0 50 NEC Classic Show 0 250

Member Loans 0 0 Officer's Expenses 0 125

ROC Spares 19,178 14,776 Other Postage 0 0

Spares  Purchase 10,000 0

ROC Spares Purchases 10,616 11,149

ROC Spares Expenses 2,702 1,817

Regalia Stock Purchases 0 0

PayPal Fees  
 1

97 105

PayPal Fees  
 2

51 3

Website 203 667

SH Spares Purchases 0 0

Bank Charges 0 0

Misc Expenses 964 902

Income for year 26,662 25,282 Expenditure for year 28,286 19,142

Expenditure for year 28,286 19,142

Surplus (Deficit) for year (1,624) 6,140

ROC Spares 2021 2020 Regalia Stock 2021 2020
b/f 30,344  28,561  b/f 788 806

Spares Purchase 10,000  -            Purchases 0 0

Purchases 10,616  11,149  Sales at Cost 0 (18)

Sales at Cost (11,948) (9,366) Total stock at cost 788 788

Total stock at cost 39,012 30,344

Notes       

1. PayPal fees shown as a separate figure for Subs & Regalia  

2. PayPal fees shown as separate figure for ROC Spares   

3. Outstanding loans from members for Spares stock purchase, repayment of £1000 made this year.   
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The Railton Owners Club Limited 
Limited by Guarantee 

 Balance Sheet as at 31st July 2021 

Company Number 00574562 

Fixed Assets -                   -                   

Current Assets

Cash in hand and bank/PayPal acct 24,057 27,181

Regalia Stock 788 788

Coachcraft Stock 0 0

ROC Spares Stock 39,012 30,344

Owed to or from M Stenhouse 0 0

Second Hand Spares Stock 0 0

Net Current Assets 63,857 58,313        

Current Liabilities          (refer note 3) 5,000          6,500          

Total Assets less  Current Liabilities 58,857        51,813        

Capital & Reserves

Balance at Start of Year 51,813        43,908        

Surplus / (Deficit)  for Year (1,624) 6,140

Stock difference increase/(decrease)Regalia 0 (18)

Stock difference increase/(decrease)Coachcraft 0 0

Stock difference increase/(decrease) SH Spares 0 0

Stock difference increase/(decrease) ROC Spares 8,668 1,783

Balance at End of Year 58,857        51,813        

31 July 2021 31 July 2020
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N.E.C. CLASSIC CAR SHOW  
12TH – 14TH NOVEMBER 2021 

 
As the country works towards living with Covid-19 the organisers of the annual Classic Car 
Show and the N.E.C. devised a methodology for minimising risks to exhibitors and visitors. 
Time will tell if increasing ventilation, insisting in 100% of attendees having proof of 
vaccination or a negative Covid test and wider gangways was sufficient, but the Club deemed 
it safe to put our toe back in the water.  
 
The Railton Owners Club stand in Hall 1 was dominated by Brough Superiors having John 
Harris’s “Bodmin” Brough, still undergoing restoration, as its centrepiece with Bob Hutton’s 
car to its right. A specially designed banner told visitors the history of the vehicle and showed 
the heroic task ahead of John after he acquired it. Supporting the two Broughs was the 
Ranalah Sports Saloon Z 6201 which was owned by John Dyson for so many years and is 
now under the Editor’s care.  
 
Max Hunt and Iain McKenzie must take the credit for all the hard work put into getting the 
stand ready for the cars to arrive. The “works van” from Fairmile Restorations was pressed 
into service but generated more interest on the set-up day than many exhibits. It is an Austin 
J4 10cwt van of 1966 and is showing every one of its years! (see below) 

When proceedings opened, all ours cars created a lot of 
interest amongst the general visitors and the cognoscenti 
alike. Our stand was adjacent to the entrance to the 
main food servery in the hall so hungry visitors were 
faced with a full side view of Z 6201 (right) and an 
explanatory banner when they returned after eating. In 
addition to the car itself, there were surprising numbers 
of Irish attendees who were much taken by the Dublin 
registration number. One even thought he had a 
forebear who was related to the original owner’s family 
(but on the wrong side of the blanket!). 
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Member visitor numbers were down on previous years but we were pleased to welcome those 
who could make it to the show, including new Member Allan Lloyd who had a Bentley 
Mulsanne displayed on the nearby R.R.E.C. Stand and even newer member David Wood who 
joined us at the show with his 1930 Essex Super 6. 
 
Bill Brinklow’s son, who had been given 
the job of replacing the ash frame on the 
ex-Dick Barnard Brough was intrigued by 
the differences on the semi-finished 
restoration. These may be attributable to 
the fact that Howard Wilcox’s car, which 
was used as a pattern, is a very early 
example of an Atcherley body and 
changes/improvements were probably 
continually incorporated in each body 
constructed. Several visitors were 
themselves in the restoration trade and 
examined the work with a critical eye! 
 
The general public provided the usual mix of snippets of marque history and expressed 
wishes to know if certain vehicles they had encountered in the past still existed: 
 
Richard Ede had been taught biology at Grenville College, Bideford by Ronald Hoare who 
was Bulletin Editor from 1959 to 1962 but our records do not say which car he owned. 
 
I was interested to be told that AMF 1 (the subject of the photo mishap in the last Bulletin) is 
still being looked after by ex-member John Smith. It is not being used but is at least properly 
laid-up under wraps in a dry, secure garage. One visitor said both his father and grandfather 
had Railtons when he was young, one was GXC 857 which does survive, being the ex-
Metropolitan Police car now with Gordon Sinclair-Walker. Another visitor enquired about 
GS 6779. This is a Sandown Saloon which we last heard of with Terry Hoban in 2004.  
 
A Mr Slater recalled being driven in the back of Robert Pancheri’s car on what he thought 
was a dickey seat but was, we explained, an illusion created by the back seats in the car being 
much higher than the driver’s. This car had a Perkins Diesel fitted and we were told that, 
when Bob needed some spares and approached Perkins for them, they recognised the engine 
number as an ex-Motor Show display which they bought back for their museum, presumably 
replacing it with a new one as they would not have been able to supply a Hudson unit. 
 
Finally and most intriguingly, we were told about a bluey-green four door saloon seen in a 
barn somewhere near the Norfolk/Suffolk border. This had been abandoned together with 
some other cars and the collection was being slowly cleared by the executor of the owner. 
This was only two years ago so the car may yet surface. 
 
Neil Thorp 
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CRUSADER 2 RESEARCH UPDATE 
 
A couple of years back, you may recall that a chance find 
of what looked like a wind tunnel model of a boat ended 
up in the hands of Richard Noble. A bit of digging 
around by Steve Holter and others revealed that this was 
a test model for Reid Railton’s follow up to the ill-fated 
Crusader. Since it was seeing Crusader on Loch Ness as a 
child that set Richard off on his life-long involvement 
with record breaking, it’s obviously a very personal thing 
for him; as it is for RAR’s daughter Sally who was made 
aware of it very early on. Question was, what was it 
exactly and what to do with it? 
 
By enlisting the help of top marine architect Lorne Campbell and doing more research, we 
realised that it was actually a tank test model rather than a wind tunnel model. This theory was 
supported by the fact that there was no opening for a jet intake, no obvious location for a 
cockpit and two very stout wooden poles connecting the outrigged rear sponsons to the hull. 
This means that it was designed for research into one of the three areas that need to be 
understood for high speed hydroplane design – hydrodynamics. Put simply, this means 
understanding how much drag and lift is caused by anything in contact with the water. The 
model would have been fitted to a rig and towed down a test tank (probably at Haslar) with 
cameras and whatever measurement equipment was available then.  Sally confirms that her 
father would have added or changed things one stage at a time until he was happy with the 
results. These days of course, there are computer modelling techniques to speed things up so, 
using the wooden model, two exact copies were made by scanning the original, 3D printing a 
plug and creating a mould. A CAD model for CFD work was also created. 
 
While the computer modelling showed how it would sit in the water and with no other firm 
data to check it against, the only way was to try to run the model in “as found” specification. 
It sank. Hydroplanes are notoriously difficult to “unstick” and get onto the plane. Sponson 
shapes that are good at doing this are often pretty good at creating drag and lift at higher 
speeds.  So the trick is to juggle weight, centre of gravity, power, the rate at which it is applied 
and the all important sponson shapes where they interface with the water; which was what 
RAR’s tank test model was all about. Bit by bit and by using a lighter version of the shell and 
moving things around we got it to plane but not enough to avoid spray flooding the engine 
via the intake. To get around that while we were investigating other areas, we moved the 
intake to an over hull saddle type intake as used on modern racing unlimited hydroplanes. A 
variety of clip-on shapes were added to the front and rear sponsons until we reached a layout 
that would enable the boat to get onto the plane every time and then accelerate rapidly. Other 
changes involved yet more rearrangement of weight to change to the cg and replacing the 
single poles attaching the rear sponsons with dual mounts very similar to the original 
Crusader. In this form we even found that it could perform quite tight turns with mishap. 
Not to be recommended in a reverse 3 pointer (imagine changing direction at speed going 
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downhill fast on a tricycle leaning over the front wheel) but stable enough to disprove the 
assertion voiced by many that they are inherently unstable. 
 
But what about the other key research areas? The first of these, aerodynamics, while not 
exactly easy, can at least be tested using powerful computers driving CFD software using the 
CAD model. It is not certain where the cockpit was to be located. Some early sketches show 
it right in the nose which would have been incredibly bumpy right over the front planing 
shoe. Others show a Crusader type location with a bifurcated duct around the cockpit. The 
tank test model doesn’t of course show this since it was concerned only with hydrodynamic 
testing. That decision means we can move the intake back to the original location.  
 
But there is another altogether more complex area that needs more research – ground effect 
aerodynamics showing how the air compressed between the surfaces under the boat and 
water behaves. The existing water speed record holder is a so called “air trapping” design that 
causes air to be compressed so that the boat rides on a cushion of trapped air. They say that 
the rocking motion of the boat at speed is an indication that over-pressure air is being 
released so that pressure build up doesn’t result in a blow-over or roll. There is little detailed 
research into this that we can find and, in any case, a reverse three pointer rides on skegs 
(small dagger-like fittings at the back end of each sponson) plus the rudder with most air 
flowing around the craft. So, a full understanding of all three areas, aerodynamics, 
hydrodynamics and ground effect aerodynamics is in our view the only way forward. Modern 
research techniques will be needed for sure if the record is to be taken much higher than it is 
already – and where it’s been since 1978. 
 
 So what are our conclusions even though we haven’t finished researching all areas? As Lorne 
Campbell pointed out, every change took it closer and closer to the original Crusader design, 
albeit slimmer thanks to use of an axial flow rather than centrifugal jet, which shows just how 
right that design was first time. Before the fatal crash – caused by structural design issues not 
shape – Crusader was believed to be travelling in excess of 220mph against a record of 
178mph. Indeed, the UIM certified the outward run as the first official run (although not a 
record) in excess of 200mph. Given that this was a follow-up design to Crusader then it’s 
logical to conclude that the design target would be around 300mph. From all we know so far, 
we think that was entirely possible. What makes it even more startling is that even today the 
record is still only 317mph. And it was before Bluebird K7 which took the record to 202mph 
and then onwards to 276mph had even got off the drawing board. With funding behind 
them, history might well have told a very different story.  There are a couple of projects in the 
pipeline based on the air trapping design that might take the record towards 400mph. Beyond 
that, a great deal more research would be vital in our view. 
 
As a final footnote; if you think uncovering one research wooden test model from long ago is 
a chance in a million, somebody recently bought a wind tunnel model for Donald Campbell’s 
proposed supersonic car in an antique shop in Andover. But we’ve already been there and 
done that.  
 
Robin Richardson 
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A.G.M. WEEKEND 
24TH TO 26TH SEPTEMBER 2021 

 
Those who made the effort, despite the U.K. petrol panic, to attend the Club A.G.M. 
Weekend were able to enjoy what was the last warm weekend of the year in the Chilterns. 
 
Starting on the Friday lunchtime with a get-together at The Old Fisherman, a riverside pub at 
Shabbington in Buckinghamshire. Members’ cars present were Railton saloons Z 6201 (Neil 
Thorp) and CPD 675 (Max Hunt), Railton Tourer BYP 252 (Richard & ‘Tricia Hirst), and 
Brough Superiors BYL 131 (Howard Wilcox & Vivien Hanney) and CXB 199 (Bill Brinklow 
& family). Also present was a 1972 VW T2 Camper (Richard & ‘Tricia’s grandson, Elliot). 
Members present in modern cars were John Dyson, Mike Stenhouse and John Gould. 
Members spent some time admiring the restoration work recently completed on CXB 199. 

For various reasons, including concerns about having enough petrol to get home, the only 
cars to make the journey after lunch along country lanes through undulating countryside to 
the Claydon Estate were BYP 252, the VW Camper and the modern Audi of John Gould. 
There they were able to park in front of Claydon House and, in the adjacent Courtyard, to 
enjoy a drink in the sunshine and to view the carriage on loan from the Florence Nightingale 
Museum Trust, which Florence Nightingale had used to inspect the military hospitals during 
the Crimean War. On Friday evening, Members met up for dinner in the Raymond Blanc 
Brasserie at The Black Horse in Thame. 
 
Saturday was much cooler with Kop Hill starting the day in low cloud. Cars running the Hill 
were the Railtons of Mick Jarvis and Richard Hirst and the Brough Superior of Mike Smith. 
In the display area of the Paddock was Max Hunt’s Railton and the Broughs of Howard 
Wilcox and Bob Hutton (as well as the VW Camper). On Saturday evening, Members met for 
dinner at The Spread Eagle Hotel in Thame. Glasses were raised to ‘Absent Friends’, with 
particular mention of those we knew who would have liked to be present but for various 
reasons were unable to attend (Geoff and Mollie Moore, Peter Adamson, Peter and Angela 
Phipps, Ann Jarvis, Diane Gould) and those who had ‘crossed the bar’ since the last A.G.M. 
(in particular Pat McDonald, Julian Poupard and Keith Levick who had been regular 
attendees).  
 
Sunday was another glorious warm day with even more spectators at Kop Hill. Running the 
hill were Railtons BYP 252 (Johnathan Hirst & Sian Lewis) and Brough Superior COB 838 
(Terry Hobden) but Railton YVS 862 (Richard Hughes), whilst entered, did not appear. 
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The Club A.G.M. (reported elsewhere) was held on Sunday morning in The Fothergill Hall of 
The Spread Eagle Hotel. At the count of votes for the President’s Trophy, Neil Thorp and 
Richard Hirst were found to have come jointly first; it was decided, as had been the case in 
some previous years, to award the trophy jointly. The weekend was judged to have been a 
success overall; the A.G.M. has put the Club on a sound course for the future, those 
attending were able to renew old friendships and make new ones, and it had provided the 
opportunity to ‘fly the flag’ for the Club at Kop Hill Climb. 
 
Richard Hirst 

Club cars at Kop – Brough Superiors outnumbering Railtons 
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CORRESPONDENCE 

From Simon Taylor (Editor at Large: Classic & Sports Car magazine) 

Just a quick line to say that I very much appreciate my regular dose of Railton information 
and news in the excellent R.O.C. Bulletin, and always read it with enjoyment. John Dyson's 
researches on coachbuilders are fascinating and not to be missed, and I love reading about 
cars that have cropped up around the world.  

The mark of a healthy owners' club is a high quality magazine. Long may I remain on your 
distribution list! 

From Jon Fletcher (sent to Mick Jarvis) 
I’m enquiring if any of your members have knowledge of a late 1930s Hudson Terraplane 
that was pulled from abandoned farmland in Oxted, Surrey, during the early 1970s, probably 
1973. The story goes that the vehicle once belonged to Winston Churchill’s chauffeur. Our 
family house was adjacent to the farmland and my brother and I would play in the “old car”. 
I’m trying to establish if the story is indeed true. Former owner/keeper could be Frank Lewis 
Jenner who was Churchill’s chauffeur for more than 40 years. He ran an up-market taxi 
business with his brother Arthur from Westerham in Kent, which is a few miles up the A25 
from Oxted. If the vehicle survives, that would be a bonus and I would be keen to speak with 
the owners. 

From Allan Lloyd 
As an R.O.C. new boy, I hesitate to claim pole position as the Club pedant, but I must correct 
Mr Fenwick-Wilson about the car in the bottom photograph on page 29 of the latest Bulletin. 
The green Bentley is not a 1965 T (which would have a 6.25 litre engine), although one such 
may have been there, but an example of the later Mulsanne which replaced the T and was 
introduced in 1980. This model had the larger 6.75 litre V8 which Rolls-Royce introduced to 
the range in 1970 allegedly to combat the reduced power output as a result of having to 
conform to the new American emission regulations.  
Anthony writes: “I would like to thank Allan for correcting my inaccurate classification of the Mulsanne for a 
T Type. Mea Culpa. I can only plead ignorance in not knowing the models of more modern Bentleys, as my 
own Bentley is a much earlier car – a 1953 ‘R’ Type, called Burgundy Bess. I was in fact going by the 
description given to me by a member of the BDC.” 

 
Peering through the magnifying glass at page 15, I think I can hazard a guess at the two 
lorries in the middle row of photographs. The six-wheeler could be a Ford AA or BB in 
which case the third axle conversion may well have been by BAICO Patents Ltd of (firstly) 
Fulham and, after November 1929, Chiswick. The British American Import Co. specialised in 
the adaptation and enlargement of American chassis with much of their work done on Ford, 
Dodge, Chevrolet and the like. The Pullar-Eastman lorry is a tricky one. At first I reckoned it 
might be a Maudslay, but now I am having second thoughts. The coach top left on page 18 
looks continental to me, possibly a Saurer. I look forward to discovering what other readers 
have suggested! 
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P.S. Apropos of nothing very much except seeing his name as an owner of the Hudson on 
the front cover, Henry Longhurst became the BBC's 'Voice of Golf' as their senior 
commentator for many years. My favourite HL anecdote (from my father, him a golfer, me 
not): one day at the British Open Mr Longhurst was heading towards his commentary 
position atop a rickety-looking tower overlooking the 18th green with a bottle poking 
prominently out of each jacket pocket. "Are you going to be OK, Henry?" inquired a 
somewhat anxious colleague. "I shall be absolutely fine, thank you, dear boy" replied the great 
man in that wonderfully rich gin-stained voice of his, "so long as Coles and Hunt aren't 
playing together". 
 
Also on the topic of Henry Longhurst: 
From Peter Adamson 
In the caption to the Sept. front cover photo of the REAL Essex a former owner is described 
as "Henry Longhurst, a well-known golfer of the period". Although an accomplished amateur 
player, he was best known as a golfing journalist and the BBC's TV commentator with a fruity 
turn of phrase. When Tony Jacklin struck the beautiful drive on the 18th at Lytham St. Anne's 
which took him to victory in the 1969 Open, Longhurst exclaimed, "Oh, what a corker!" In 
his autobiography, My Life and Soft Times, he recalled his favourite tricks with the Essex which 
included placing loose golf balls in the glove box and accelerating them into the passenger's 
lap, and adjusting the idling speed so that he could walk slowly alongside the car with it 
"following me like a dog"  (incidentally a useful technique in V.S.C.C. Driving Tests).   Off to 
polish me mashie-niblick. 

From Jan Roosenburg 
For a reason known to the Editor, I was trying to refresh my memory and read through a 
couple of previous Bulletins. I read about the overheating issue and the solutions as offered 
by Jerome and James Fack. [March/April 2021 Bulletin page 27] My 1936 Railton also had an 
overheating problem, but after a complete engine overhaul including a new radiator it was 
much better, however in some of the mountains we drove it was still somewhat of an issue, 
also because we were low on power caused by an exhaust full of junk. I installed a small 
electric fan in front of the radiator that “kicks in” with a sensor and never have had a problem 
again; 80 degrees is our max, even on the steepest dirt road Albania or Spain had to offer. I 
agree with James this is not just a Railton problem, every Lagonda was overheating, several 
Bentleys as well and a totally restored Packard decided after two days in Northern Spain to 
drive around the mountains if they wanted to arrive at the hotels before dinner. 

From Richard Hughes 
I thought I would let you know I was disappointed not to make Kop Hill on the Sunday. I 
had entered for that day. When I woke up the news was full of the fuel problem and I had 
intended to fill up in Bicester on my way.  
 
When I got there no chance, so home I came. That is the first Kop event I have missed from 
the start so I will have to look forward to next year. 
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From Allan Lloyd 
I have just got round to reading the article on MG 4233 in the May/June Bulletin, in which I 
learn that the replacement chassis on which this special was built up, and a derelict Berkeley 
Saloon, were purchased in 1975 from Chances Pitch Garage. I wondered who was the 
proprietor at the time - was it Mel Cale, or was it the previous owner, a Mr Swift, who had the 
business for a short while having bought it from Frank Maddy? I consulted my lifelong friend 
John Bishop who, being seven years older than me started driving in 1967 and used to fill up 
his VW Beetle with National Benzol 'Power' from the end pump at 4/9 a gallon. This was the 
era of Reggie Brandt (the village newsagent) who used to do a round of the pubs on a 
Saturday evening selling the Worcester News & Times "Green-un", the special Saturday late final 
sports edition. He used to call in at CPG on his way to his first port of call for "A gallon and a 
push" and then coast the 200 yards downhill to the Wellington to commence work on his 
Sunday hangover. He had a succession of cars which he would buy for a few quid as MOT 
failures from Lockyear’s Garage in the middle of the village and take them straight down to 
Mel Cale to get a ticket and run for the year. It was on the Saturday night of January 3rd 1976 
that the great gale blew and was the undoing of Reggie. He was making his way blindly from 
the Horse & Jockey to his final destination, the Yew Tree, along the green and failed to see 
the vast lime tree that the mighty wind had laid across the road in his path thus burying the 
current heap (an Austin Cambridge if memory serves) deep into the tangled mass of bough 
and brash. He just tottered along to the pub and carried on until some kindly soul gave him a 
lift home. 
 
I digress - Bish and I think it must have been Mel who was there in '75 and would have sold 
the two Hudson chassis, though goodness knows where they had come from to be there as 
they may have been languishing behind the shed for many years, handed on from owner to 
owner as part of the fixtures and fittings. 
 
A possible explanation of how the car came to be described as a Marendaz; the good captain 
was a notoriously dodgy character and it is not beyond the bounds of possibility that he had a 
Hudson chassis re-bodied as a sporting number and passed it off as a Marendaz Special. It is 
now safe for me to suggest this (and you to publish it) as DMKM has been dead for over 
thirty years – were it not so, we could expect a threat of legal action for such temerity! 
 
P.S. How does one drive from Leeds to Stockport at 100 mph and stay alive? 

From Cees Willemse (sent to Max Hunt) 
Max Hunt asked Cees if he had experience of running the Hudson on European E10 fuel which has been the 
norm in mainland Europe for a while. 
As I have modern valves and seats in the Hudson and Railton, I have run both engines and 
my other cars on 95  octane E10 fuel already for some years. Also I do not use any additive. 
All so far without any problem. Also in July this year down and up to Austria nearly 3000 
miles using only E10 with mountain driving and motorway at high speed. 
 
Only when I will not be using the car for a while will I try to fill up with E5, but this becomes 
more and more difficult. The problem can be the fuel hoses which should be of modern 
material and the mechanical pump membrane. As far as I know the membranes supplied by 
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MEMBERSHIP NEWS 

New Members 
We have welcomed four new members since the last issue:- 
 
1234  Martin Banks (partner Irene).  The Old Police Station, 7 Banbury Road,  Brackley,  

NN13 6BA.   
 Martin joins us with a 1936 Terraplane 6 open two-seater, 359 GYN, which he 

describes as restored. The Terraplane is part of a vehicle collection and Martin 
suggests that enthusiasts in Oxfordshire or Northamptonshire will know him from 
Little B Garage in Banbury or the Locomotive Inn in Brackley! 

 
1235  Fred Mellors.  32 Westwood Green, Cookham, Berkshire.  SL6 9DD. 
 Fred joins as an Associate and our youngest member. As the grandson of Chairman, 

Mick Jarvis, he may have aspirations regarding MMT 175, the much-admired Harold 
Radford drophead coupe. We look forward to seeing him at Club gatherings. 

 
1236  Paul Tupis (partner Karin).  11 River Oaks Drive,  Grand Island,  New York,  14072,  

USA.   
Paul has recently acquired DPG 93, which he describes as a “Victoria Coupé” though 
probably better known over here as a 1936 2-door Ranalah Saloon. It is said to be 
original with two-tone blue and grey paintwork as shown on the Market Place page of 
the last issue.  

  
1237  Ian McKeand.  Homelea,  The Street,  Lockerley,  Romsey,  Hants.  SO5 10JF. 
 Ian joins seeking help with parts supply for his 1934 Terraplane 6, YSK 315 which he 

describes as lightly used locally and for shows. Now retired, Ian tells us that he has 
“fixed old vehicles since I was a schoolboy”. Others in his collection include a Ford T 
and two Morris Minors.    

 
1238 David Wood, 54 Uttoxeter Road, Handsacre, Rugeley, Staffs. WS15 4DH 
 David joined us at the N.E.C. Classic car show and has a 1930 Essex Super 6, 

registration RSL 949. This car was previously in the R.O.C. when owned by Albert 
Roberts but we have not heard of it in the 16 years since Mr Roberts resigned. 

the Club for the last 10 years are already of material that works with E10 because I use always 
the mechanical pump and have an electric pump (not SU) for spare/start-up etc. 
 
What seems a good habit (which I often forget), when laying up the car for a number of 
months, it is better to fill-up the tank to a maximum to eliminate the condensation and avoid 
tank corrosion. In case of questions or suggestions, I am happy to assist. 
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Bulkheads 
The 1935 Fairmile fhc which I acquired from Anne 
McDonald in a somewhat parlous state did not come 
with an original bulkhead but only a flimsy aluminium 
sheet of dubious appearance. A Railton bulkhead should 
be a sheet of thick plywood faced with aluminium on 
the engine side; it is one of the few components 
supplied by Fairmile Engineering so would be common 
across all coachbuilders. I therefore thought that the 
obvious thing to do was to copy the bulkhead in the 
1935 Ranalah saloon Z 6201.  
  
As I started measuring I noticed that the bulkhead 
design on Z 6201 was quite close-fitting around the 
engine. This looks very neat but leads to a major issue of 
which I was previously unaware: it is impossible to 

TECHNICAL TIPS 
 
Crack testing   
There are a multitude of different methods of 
non-destructively detecting cracks in metals but 
the one most commonly employed in small 
machine shops is magnetic particle inspection 
(MPI). In its simplest form (for ferrous materials 
only), the process applies a magnetic field from 
an outside source. The presence of a surface or 
subsurface discontinuity in the material allows 
the magnetic flux to leak, since air cannot 
support as much magnetic field per unit volume 
as metals. To identify a leak, ferrous particles, 
either dry or in a wet suspension, are applied to 
the part. These are attracted to an area of flux 
leakage and form what is known as an 
indication, which is evaluated to determine the 
course of action, if any.   
 
I am slowly collating parts to enable me to 
rebuild an engine to be a spare. I have a cylinder 
block which is in good condition other than a 
known crack so I sent it to be stitched in the offending area. Externally the crack was easily 
seen but it did not appear to extend into the tappet chamber. However, by using MPI it 
became obvious that the crack reached the valve guide and that the stitching had to be 
extended along its whole length – a good example of the benefit of using this technique. 

A very small 
crack was 

visible here 

Nothing was 
visible here 
even with a 
magnifier 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetic_flux
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MARKET PLACE 
 
For Sale 3.5 : 1 crown wheel & pinion 
I have for sale two sets of 3.5:1 crown wheel and 
pinions for Hudson axle; 35 teeth/10 teeth. 
Manufactured this year by U.K. specialist Guest Gears 
from Club drawings and their own drawings/
corrections from previous items. 6 hole crown wheel 
with chamfered back for clearance. Priced at £1200 
per set plus delivery or collect from Bury St. 
Edmunds, U.K. 
Considerable saving on single set price and no lead 
time. 
Contact: Graeme Whiting   
graeme.whiting@icloud.com  tel: 07770 568728 

 
For Sale: 8 cylinder Scintilla Magneto 
Suits Hudson/Railton engine complete 
with drive gear. VGC 
Plated NV8 -LH -550 -2000 -13º 
Contact: Mike Stenhouse 
Tel: 0113-2504896  spares@railton.org 

Bill Kyle advises that FPL 106, a 1937 Stratton 
Saloon is for sale by The Vault, 390 Commerce 
Park Dr., Jackson, MS 39213, Jackson, MS  601-
665-4027  
 
This poor car has got into a dealership upwards 
spiral and the asking price is now $226,000. 

extract the engine from the car without first removing the gearbox and bell housing! Not just 
the gearbox but also the rear engine plate which, in turn, means removing the clutch and 
flywheel. Not impossible to do but not exactly service-friendly. John Dyson advised that, 
whilst he had to remove the gearbox several times during his long ownership of the car, he 
never had to remove the engine. To access the timing gear there is, he assures me, just 
enough space to be able to jack up the front of the engine to remove the necessary 
components. 
 
Z is very original in the engine bay so I shall not contemplate any modification but on the 
Fairmile the bulkhead will be shaped to give clearance around the rear engine plate as it was 
on later Railtons. Enquiries have led me to discover that, not surprisingly, quite a few earlier 
cars have been altered to avoid this issue – how many are still original? 

https://thevaultms.com/
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Peter Phipps is selling his Carbodies 
Tourer, once owned by Tim Railton. 
It was to be offered for sale in the 
Historics auction on 27th November, 
but sorting out a jammed starter 
motor has delayed things.  
 
Contact Peter if interested in pre-
empting a later auction 
peterjeremyphipps@gmail.com  

Tel: 07808 803860 or 01932 867090 

Gary Purnell has been a Club member but 
joining only when he needed spares for his 
1937 6-cylinder Brough Superior, GB 1935.  
 
It appeared in Richard Edmonds’ auction on 
23rd October, having been restored over a 
period of 20 years. With an estimate of £65k
-80k the bidding stopped at £50k, but it is 
believed to have been sold. 

 
Michael Glasser’s 1938 6-cylinder Brough 
Superior, ETV 795 was entered in the H&H 
Auction at Duxford on 17th November. 
Estimate was £55k-£65k and it sold for 
£61,875. 
For more details of the car see the Bulletin 
for July & August 2021. 
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CLUB SHOP – AVAILABILITY AND PRICES 

 

 Price UK Postage ROW Postage 

R.O.C. Car Badge £35.00 £1.32 £1.65 

R.O.C. Tie £10.00 £1.25 £1.43 

Embroidered badge (approx. 3 inch wide) £5.00 £0.70 £0.90 

History of the Railton £3.00 £0.70 £0.90 

Land Flying – The Terraplane by James Fack £8.00 £1.25 £1.65 

The Lost Coachbuilder – Atcherley by James Fack £9.00 £1.25 £1.65 

Railton & Brough Superior Gold Portfolio  £17.50 £3.50 £7.00 
(Brooklands Books) 

Coachcraft by John Dyson £16.00 £3.50 £7.00 

 

 
 
 
GENERAL ENQUIRIES: Contact the Secretary, Max Hunt.  Telephone: 01299 401135.  
E-mail:  secretary@railton.org 
 
PAYMENT BY CHEQUE: Cheques (sterling only) for the total including postage should be made 
payable to to “Railton Owners Club” and post with your order to: Max Hunt, Secretary, Abberley 
Cottage, 7 Dowles Road, Bewdley, Worcestershire DY12 2EJ. 
 
VIA THE WEBSITE:  Go to www.railton.org and then click on Club Shop. (You do not need to Log 
in to the Member-Only pages to purchase items).  Scroll down and click on the Add to Cart button by 
the item(s) of your choice.  Checkout using PayPal. 
 
PAYMENT DIRECTLY FROM YOUR PAYPAL ACCOUNT: Registered users of PayPal can use 
the “Send Money” facility but you must send the money to treasurer@railton.org in sterling. Please 
add the following amounts to the total cost of your order including postage to cover PayPal fees.  Total 
up to £10 (add £0.50); up to £14 (add £0.75); up to £19 (add £1.00); up to £24 (add £1.25).  You can 
either list your order in the “message” area in PayPal or e-mail separately to Max Hunt. 
 
PAYMENT BY BACS: E-mail your order to Max Hunt and make a sterling BACS payment directly 
into the R.O.C. bank account. Quote reference of your surname/membership number so that we 
can identify the payment.  
HSBC Bank Sort Code: 40-17-04  Account Number: 91009877 
IBAN: GB52HBUK40170491009877   BIC:  HBUKGB4153R  

mailto:secretary@railton.org
http://www.railton.org



